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The meeting was called to order at 10:29 a.m.
The CHAIRMAN Distinguished delegates,
good morning. I am sorry to start this session a little
late but I now declare open the 656th meeting of the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
Distinguished delegates, I would first like to
inform you of our programme of work for this
morning. We will continue and hopefully conclude our
consideration of agenda item 7, “Implementation of the
recommendations of UNISPACE III”, agenda item 10,
“Spin-off benefits of space technology: review of
current status”, agenda item 11, “Space and society”
and agenda item 9, “Report of the Legal Subcommittee
on its fifty-first session”.
There will be three technical presentations this
morning: the first one by a representative of Italy
entitled “ASI Educational activities”, the second one
by a representative of India on “RISAT-1”, and the
final one by a representative of the Space Generation
Advisory Council, entitled “Results from the Inaugural
Space Generation Fusion Forum — The Fusion of
Today’s International Space Leaders with the Next
Generation”.
Expert group D on Regulatory Regimes and
Guidance for Actors in the Space Arena of the
Working Group on the Long-term Sustainability of
Outer Space Activities is meeting until 1 p.m. in the
meeting room MOE100.
I would also like to remind delegations that
during lunch time today, at 2.40 p.m., in this
conference room, there will be a screening of a video
entitled “KOUNOTORI (HTV3): Third Expedition to
Space”, which is 14 minutes in length. This was
supposed to be featured yesterday but there was an
informal consultation on national registration so this
was suspended to today. The delegations are cordially
invited to the screening of this video by Japan.
Are there any questions to this proposed
schedule?

I see none.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue and conclude our consideration of agenda
item 7, “Implementation of the recommendations of the
Third United Nations Conference on the Exploration
and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE III)”.
Are there any delegations wishing to speak on this
agenda item at this time?
I see none.
So we have therefore concluded our
consideration of agenda item 7, “Implementation of the
recommendations of UNISPACE III”.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue and hopefully conclude our consideration of
agenda item 10, “Spin-off benefits of space
technology: review of current status”. The first speaker
on my list is the distinguished representative of Japan,
you have the floor.
Mr. T. KAWAI (Japan) Mr. Chairman,
Distinguished Delegates, on behalf of the Japanese
delegation, I am pleased to have the opportunity to
address this session.
I am pleased to present you with some
examples of Japanese spin-off efforts in the field of
space technology at this session of COPUOS. Aiming
to reap comparable spin-off benefits, JAXA has
undertaken various supportive activities such as the
promotion of licensing by business-academia
collaboration
coordinators
who
support
the
commercialization of technology based on JAXA’s
licensing promotion system, and opening up JAXA’s
research and development facilities to private
companies in order to support their commercialization
plans. JAXA has also established the “JAXA
COSMODE PROJECT” as JAXA’s space spin-off
brand. This project aims to promote the utilization of
space technology and its results through direct support
from JAXA, and also to encourage private companies
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to enter into the commercial space business market and
into the commercialization of these products.
Mr. Chairman, new space technologies are
used not only for space development but also as spinoffs for our daily lives. We promote spin-offs and are
expecting to expand the benefit of space development
by introducing and sharing our examples at COPUOS.
As an example of a remarkable track record of
recent spin-off, JAXA’s technology for highly efficient
voltage balance control now allows for extended-use
capacitors. Previously, capacitors were only usable for
short periods of time, due to large voltage fluctuations
and the significant power consumed for voltage
control. JAXA’s new capacitor, with an uninterruptible
power supply, can be used in a wide range of
environmental temperatures, between -20 degrees
Celsius and 60 degrees Celsius, and lasts three or more
times longer than batteries.
JAXA is conducting various space experiments
in the Japanese experiment module, “Kibo” in the ISS
(International Space Station). The fruits of on-orbit
experiments can also contribute to the industries,
especially in the areas of bioscience, space medicine,
material science and more, have the potential of
contribution for social benefit. The protein crystal
growth experiment is a good example. JAXA has been
conducting this experiment by cooperating with
Russia, and the 6th experiment in ISS/Kibo is
scheduled this year. Malaysia has joined this project as
well. The high-quality protein crystal obtained in space
gives us important information to produce new
medicine against diseases such as muscular dystrophy,
Alzheimer etc.
Spin-off benefits from space technology
constitute one of the main issues of the space policy of
Japan in the Basic Space Plan. Japan is of the belief
that spin-offs from space technology will advance
economies through the production of new innovative
technologies, thereby contributing to an improvement
in the quality of life.
Thank you for your kind attention.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Japan for his statement. The next
speaker on my list is the distinguished representative of
Germany, you have the floor.
Ms.
A.
FROEHLICH
(Germany)
Mr.
Chairman,
distinguished
delegates,
the
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) presented the

first Global Atlas for Solar and Wind Energy at the
Clean Energy Ministerial Forum, in April 2012. The
atlas provides open access to information about where
solar and wind energy can best be exploited, and it sets
to accelerate the development of renewable energy
sources.
Decision makers and investors can use this
atlas to understand the potential of solar and wind
energy at any location in the world. The atlas is a freely
accessible database that combines all existing
information. The initiative is being coordinated by
IRENA, based in Abu Dhabi and Bonn, and the DLR
Institute of Technical Thermodynamics. DLR is
contributing to the development of the atlas by
providing remote sensing data.
The atlas constitutes an important database for
any country wanting to make better use of its energy
potential. Satellite exploration of the relevant resources
and the interpretation and provision of data in a web
portal is an example of the use of synergies at the
German Aerospace Center. Here, spaceflight and
energy researchers are collaborating on an important
service to improve global energy supply. Already, a
network of global stakeholders from Denmark, Spain,
the United States, Germany and many other countries
are working on the development of atlas. At the
ministerial meeting in London, additional countries
joined the initiative.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, we
thank you for your kind attention
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Germany for her statement. Is there
any other delegation wishing to speak under this
agenda item?
I see none.
So we have therefore concluded our
consideration of agenda item 10, “Spin-off benefits of
space technology: review of current status”.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue and hopefully conclude our consideration of
agenda item 11, “Space and Society”. The first speaker
on my list is the distinguished representative of India,
you have the floor.
Mr. R. S. KUMAR (India) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. The Indian delegation would like to
brief this Committee on the specific activities taken by
India in promoting the greater participation of young
people in space science and technology, in line with the
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focus of the deliberation of this agenda item in this
session.
Creating awareness among the general public,
especially students, about the benefits that have
accrued from India’s application driven space
programmes to society, and the progress made by the
country in space technology, have been given utmost
importance. Media campaigns on important events,
organization of exhibitions, publications, educational
activities like lectures, interactive sessions with
students, quiz programmes, water rocket making and
launching events, have helped in not only keeping the
public abreast of the space programme but also to
evoke interest in them on the nuances of space science
and technology.
Mr. Chairman, towards encouraging student
community to pursue studies in space science,
technology and applications, the Indian Space
Research Organisation supports them to develop nano
and pico satellites by providing active technological
consultancy and launch support. Under this,
three missions have already been accomplished in the
last two years and a few more satellites are being
developed with the active participation of student
community from prominent academic institutions. In
the last one year, the Indian Space Research
Organisation
supported
development
of
2
nanosatellites by student community namely JUGNU,
an earth observing nanosatellite developed by the
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur and SRMSat, a
nanosatellite with spectrometer to monitor pollution
levels in atmosphere, developed by SRM University.
These two nanosatellites are launched as co-passengers
with MEGHA-TROPIQUES satellite in October 12,
2011 by Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV C-18).
The Indian Space Research Organisation
regularly organizes many promotional events, like
space exhibitions to attract young people in the field of
space by making them to appreciate the importance and
significance of space technology. Forty-one exhibitions
at national and international conferences, important
public congregations like cultural festivals, trade fairs
and events and also at academic institutions, were
organized during the last one year.
Mr. Chairman, many Centres of ISRO host
permanent exhibitions and also regularly celebrate
important events like National Science Day and World
Space Week, and encourage students to participate in a
wide spectrum of activities related to science in general
and space programme in particular.

Mr. Chairman, India established a dedicated
institute for education in space science and technology
with customised curricula. Each year, about
150 talented, young and meritorious students of
10+2 years of schooling are attracted to pursue the
undergraduate courses; and further, on successful
completion of the academic requirements with desired
level of performance, are absorbed into the ISRO
system. Already two batches of students have passed
out in three disciplines of Engineering and Science.
The Institute also offers Post Graduate Programme and
Doctoral Programmes.
In the field of space law, ISRO provides
financial and technical support for legal research
activities in contemporary issues in outer space by
premier academic institutions in India and also
encourages the participation of Indian teams in the
Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court competition
since 2004.
ISRO regularly encourages and sponsors
participation of Students from India with accepted
papers at International Astronautical Congresses since
IAC 2006 held at Valencia.
Fifty students pursuing research in the field of
space science and technology from 18 Universities
across India are selected for sponsorship to participate
in the forthcoming 39th Scientific Assembly of
Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) being
organized at Mysore in India in July 2012.
Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, the Indian
delegation greatly acknowledges the importance of
younger generation taking active role in space science
and technology and is making all efforts in this
direction. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of India for his statement.
The next speaker on my list is the
distinguished representative of Republic of Korea, you
have the floor.
Mr. C. LEE (Republic of Korea) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. The Republic of Korea has a number of
space education programmes designed to inspire
younger generations to pursue careers in science,
technology, and engineering, and to strengthen national
capabilities in these fields.
The Korea Aerospace Research Institute,
KARI, runs a teacher workshop twice a year, and last
year 160 science teachers from schools all over the
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country attended. The Institute also put on annual
vision camp for university students majoring in
engineering, and last year, 80 students from
16 universities participated. Each year there is also a
Rocket and Glider Competition intended for
elementary and secondary school students which saw
participation of over 8,000 children in 2011. In
addition, the Institute holds a space camp for children,
which is growing in popularity, and in 2012 KARI and
JAXA of Japan will jointly host a space camp in Korea
from 20 to 21 August.
Many students come to KARI in order to tour
the facility, and last year we had over 13,000 students
visit from all over the country. In the Naro Space
Center there is a Space Science Museum and
approximately 150,000 people visit each year despite
the museum’s location in a remote part of Korea.
The Institute’s online learning site, the KARI
School, is recognized as a high quality educational
platform and has 56,000 members.
KARI sponsors and supports university and
graduate students to give presentations and participate
in various programmes at the annual International
Astronautical Congress. In order to make this
programme more efficient and effective, KARI is in
the process of joining the International Space
Education Board.
KARI also runs a space education and training
programme for space experts from foreign countries
and this year 20 experts from 11 countries attended.
Mr. Chairman, we, Korean delegation, attach
high importance to these programmes because they
help foster interest in space, and science in general, in
younger generations. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Republic of Korea for his statement.
The next speaker on my list is the
distinguished representative of Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela, you have the floor.
Ms. R. ACEVEDO (Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela, interpretation from Spanish) Thank you
Chairman. Chairman, complying with the request of
the UN General Assembly to promote education and
citizen’s participation in the field of space science and
technology, from 2007 our national Government has
channelled training courses through the Bolivarian
Agency for Space Activities (ABAE) in the aim of
making participants more aware of the social benefits

of space technology and its applications. To date,
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela has more than
1,600 officials trained in remote sensing and
geographic information systems with 46 graduates of
the Remote Sensing Institute of India, the IIRS,
22 Venezuelans who have graduated from Brazil’s
Institute of Space Research and 1,548 professionals
including teachers and professionals trained as
geometric experts and others trained in global satellite
navigations systems, and 1 professional studying a
master’s in epidemiology and space technology at the
Space Study Institute in Argentina.
We can add to this the scientific and
technology exchange programme between the
Venezuelan Institute and the European Institute
(EADS-ASTRIUM) to train Venezuelan professionals
in the design of satellite platforms, the operation of
ground control systems and the management of space
programmes. We have 133 professionals who have
now been trained here. We have also trained
20 professionals in basic aspects of safety for satellite
platforms at Willis Ltd. in the UK, and we are currently
coordinating the second addition of this course for
August 2012.
Mr. Chairman, we would also like to say that
there are currently 56 Venezuelans being trained at the
Shenzhou CAST Institute in China, as part of the
technology transfer process in the framework
programme for the construction and launch of the
first remote sensing satellite in Venezuela, Francisco
de Miranda, which is space programme VRSS-1.
In 2011, the 28 professionals who were completing
their doctorate studies in China returned home. They
were trained in different areas of satellite technology
which means we now have 90 trained engineers within
the framework of the VeneSat-1 programme for the
Simón Bolívar satellite.
Also as part of the space cooperation
agreement signed with the Plurinational State of
Bolivia in 2011, the Venezuelan Institute trained
25 Bolivian professionals in remote sensing, covering
disaster management threats, vulnerability and risks.
The training platform provides access to information,
photos, diagrams, audio, video, questionnaires, exams,
forums, chats and other resources.
Mr. Chairman, by virtue of promoting space
science and technology in the national academic and
scientific sphere, in March the Venezuelan Institute
participated as a speaker at the International Congress
of Dynamic Astronomy in Latin America (ADELA
2012), which took place in La Plata, Argentina. We
provided basic information on the development and
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scope of our space activities and the partial results of
the optical monitoring astrometric project for the
Simón Bolívar satellite.
Additionally, from 2009 to date, the
Venezuelan Institute has developed a series of lectures
for schools, universities, high schools and the general
public to communicate the benefits and scope of space
technology, emphasizing the social applications of the
Simón Bolívar satellite. We end these talks with a tour
of the satellite control station. We include play
activities for children, such as working with a scale
model of the satellite, songs and toys linked to the
subject of space. In 2001, we gave 35 of these talks to
993 participants.
The Simón Bolívar satellite is also being used
to strengthen the national seismological network in
coordination with the Venezuelan Foundation of
Seismological Research, in order to increase the
response and management capacity of the national
Government in the event of natural disasters. Thank
you.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela for
her statement.
Is there any other delegation wishing to speak
under this agenda item?
I notice the request from the observer to make
a statement, I will give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Eurisy. You have the floor.
Mr. S. DE MEY (Eurisy) Mr. Chairman,
distinguished delegates, with the current economic
climate but also with the very important issue of
climate change, society has difficult times. Space on its
own might not have the ultimate solution for this
however, existing operational satellite information and
services have already a potential to contribute to
solving this problem, and therefore the topic of space
and society is more than ever important. Reaching out
to non-space communities, the potential of space is
very important.
Eurisy is an association of agencies,
governmental offices and private associations dealing
with space affairs in Europe and was founded in 1989.
Since 2007, Eurisy is mandated by its members
to develop and execute a user programme helping to
ensure public investments in space, notably in the
framework of the EU flagship programmes GMES and

Galileo, fully deliver the expected benefits to its
citizens.
Within its user programme, Eurisy acts as a
facilitator between the space community, on one hand,
and professional non-space end user communities on
the other hand, by raising awareness of operational
satellite applications and services and their benefits for
the end users, by providing information about sources
of funding and support for implementation, and by
helping potential end users in the definition of their
operational needs.
Eurisy’s activities focus in particular on two
user communities, first of all the regional and local
authorities, cities and regions indeed are at the
forefront of the conception and implementation of
public policies regarding climate change, health,
sustainable
energy,
sustainable
transport,
environmental monitoring and many others, and
therefore they are best placed to not only benefit
themselves from the innovative tools and information
provided by satellites but also to deliver these benefits
to their citizens.
A second group Eurisy addressed are small and
medium enterprises. They represent 99 per cent of
businesses in the European Union and they are the
backbone of the European economy. They can benefit
from using operational satellite information and
services to become more competitive, to stimulate their
growth and to develop new products and services, thus
fostering the well-being of the European economy.
Eurisy participates in end user, non-space end
user activities and conferences to raise awareness
among those groups of the operational uses of satellite
information and services, and we conduct case studies
with individual end users or groups to facilitate the
take-up of satellite information and services.
Eurisy also organizes conferences for and with
those specific communities on specific areas of
applications. For instance, I can mention that
September 11th this year we will organize a conference
on sustainable development of renewable energies for
SMEs and how satellites can help in Graz, Austria, and
another one on biodiversity in Lille, France, on the
18 of October.
The basis of these activities is the exchange of
good practice in the use of satellite information and
services between already confirmed end users and
potential new end users. Eurisy conducts extensive
research to identify confirmed and operational uses by
cities, regions and small and medium enterprises. We
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analyse their experience, and we invite their
representatives to share their testimonies, giving their
peers the opportunity to learn about the use of satellite
information and services in a professional environment
similar to their own. A selection of such good practices
is published annually by Eurisy in its brochure
“Satellites Going Local: Cities, Regions and SMEs
share good practice”, it is distributed directly to end
users and policy makers via Eurisy’s partner networks.

Delegations should have before them the text,
in track changes in conference room paper 21. The
document was circulated to all delegations earlier this
morning in this conference room. Additional copies are
available from the conference officers if any delegation
did not receive a copy. In order to allow delegations to
consider the proposed revisions contained in CRP.21, I
propose that we postpone our consideration of the
conference room paper until this afternoon.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, to
conclude, I would also like to draw your attention that
in addition to its User Support Programme, Eurisy
confers the Hubert Curien Award every two years, and
this in honour of Eurisy’s founding president, Hubert
Curien. The award recognizes the outstanding efforts to
help society benefit from space. Previous laureates
were the Belgium astronaut Frank De Winne, Professor
Roger-Maurice Bonnet, Dr. Sergio Camacho-Lara and
Dr. Gabriel Laferranderie. The 2012 winner will be
announced later this month after the Eurisy General
Assembly.

I notice the distinguished representative of
Japan, you have the floor.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, thank
you very much for your attention.

Mr. T. YAMAMOTO (Japan) Thank you
Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, our delegation was
received the CRP.21 this morning, and since we
announced at the beginning of this Committee that the
track change would not be on this version but we got
the discussion regarding the procedure so that
regarding CRP.21, we have to consult with our Capital
and since we have a time lap between Japan and here,
we would not be able to have a correct answer this
afternoon. So my proposal is to have the consultation
regarding this agenda item tomorrow morning. Thank
you Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Eurisy for his statement.

The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Japan for his statement.

Are there any other delegation wishing to
speak on this agenda item at this time?

I noticed the distinguished representative of
Venezuela, you have the floor.

I see none.
So we have therefore concluded our
consideration of agenda item 11, “Space and Society”.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue, and hopefully conclude, our consideration of
agenda item 9, “Report of the Legal Subcommittee on
its fifty-first session”, that we have suspended pending
discussions on the possible General Assembly
resolution on national space legislation.
I have been informed that the Chair of the
Working Group on National Legislation Relevant to
the Peaceful Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Ms. Irmgard Marboe of Austria, held further
consultations yesterday evening and was able to
finalize the text of the recommendations that would be
presented to the General Assembly for adoption as an
Annex to the annual resolution on international
cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space.

Mr. R. BECERRA (Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela, interpretation from Spanish) Thank you
Chair. I would like to make a suggestion and a
comment. I’d like to put a question which I feel is very
important: I don’t understand why this document is a
CRP document, it should be translated into all the
official languages. I have changes to point out,
comments to make but I just have the English version,
it’s difficult for me to work with this, so really I would
like this to be translated into all the working languages
so that we could analyse this because otherwise I really
would need a lot more time and then my comments
would be coming in too late. I’m sure that the Chair of
the Working Group won’t be happy if people will
submit comments too late, so really I would ask for this
document, which is very important, to be translated
into all official languages. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Venezuela for his statement.
I thank you for waiting, distinguished delegate,
since we have the request from Japan to postpone
because of the time difference between Vienna and
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Tokyo, and also we have the request from the
distinguished representative of Venezuela to make a
translation of this new text, so I would like to ask the
Secretariat how they deal with these issues. Secretariat,
you have the floor.
Ms. N. RODRIGUES (Deputy Secretary)
Thank you Mr. Chairman. Well we have two issues I
think before us. The first is, obviously the request to
delay the decision of the text by the distinguished
delegate of Japan, but then a more difficult question,
for the Secretariat at least, is the question of having the
document available in all languages. I’m sure you are
all aware that our draft report is due tomorrow
morning, and it’s really almost impossible for us to be
able to produce a document overnight for you in all
languages.
The only way we see that we might be able to
deal with this, of course, is to record that the informal
consultation happened and the CRP was circulated and
then perhaps delay the decision or refer the decision to
the Legal Subcommittee next year under the item that
has been agreed — the regular item on national
legislation.
This is one of the options that are available that
we could see as a potential unless, of course,
delegations would stand ready to look at the text
without the languages tomorrow morning. Thank you
Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the Secretariat for
your proposal and clarification.
Are there any comments or questions about the
Secretariat’s proposal to postpone this adoption of the
national legislation text until the next year’s Legal
Subcommittee to be discussed on the agenda item,
regular agenda item, “National legislation”?
I see none.
The
Secretariat
has
an
announcement, so you have the floor.

additional

Ms. N. RODRIGUES (Deputy Secretary)
Thank you Mr. Chairman. Just to clarify one aspect.
It’s not — I suppose we understand it — there might
still be little changes that might be proposed and we
thought that perhaps we could allow the Chair to
continue polishing the text informally with informal
consultations in the intersessional period and that she
would then present a final text, or a final revised text to
the Legal Subcommittee next year, which we would
then translate in advance of the session so that when

delegations would come to the Legal Subcommittee the
text would be ready for consideration at the Legal
Subcommittee. I don’t know whether that’s a
possibility. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the Secretariat for
your additional information.
Are there any other comments on this
proposal?
I noticed the distinguished representative of
Venezuela, you have the floor.
Mr. R. BECERRA (Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela, interpretation from Spanish) Thank you
Chairman. I am not opposed to the Secretariat’s
suggestion. I would just like to recall the importance of
these subjects and they should be analysed in the five
official languages because, with the excuse of parallel
meetings, this is what happens if we do things
properly, this would not happen. However, I hope that
next year delegations will have enough time for the
analysis and that the final document will be translated
into the five official languages. This time we won’t be
that demanding, I understand that there is a lot of work,
but I would not like this to happen over and over again
because sometimes only one language is used because
all this is very specific work, this was in the room, and
this is not the right rule. We are tired of saying this. So
let us keep going, we want to foster work and let us
hope that next year we can get the final document in
the five official languages. Thank you Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Venezuela for his statement.
I think yes, all delegations understand the
importance of this national legislation text to be
finalized in all languages, so we will continue this
analysis in the next Legal Subcommittee, so we will
proceed accordingly.
Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
proceed with the technical presentations. Presenters are
kindly reminded that technical presentations should be
limited to 15 minutes in length.
The first presentation on my list is by
Ms. Germana Galoforo of Italy, entitled “ASI
Educational activities”. I will give the floor to
Ms. Galoforo.
Ms. G. GALOFORO (Italy,
presentation) Thank you Mr. Chairman.

technical
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, I am
pleased to make a presentation about the educational
activities accomplished in Italy for the diffusion and
enhancement of space among young students.
The presentation will review the Italian Space
Agency main projects in this field, with a special focus
on the initiatives that are carried out in an international
framework.
In order to promote the Italian participation in
international higher education courses, ASI, in line
with its mission, promotes and funds different
initiatives
such as
internships,
international
specialization courses, master and scholarships, to
allow university students, newly graduates and young
researchers to have access to aerospace studies.
Mr. Chairman, let me focus the attention on
today on educational projects for younger students,
aged 8-18, and, in particular, on two initiatives in
progress: “Mission X: train like an Astronaut” and
“Zero Robotics”.
The Italian Space Agency educational
activities adopt two approaches: the edutainment
approach, that intend to join education and
entertainment in order to promote the interest of young
people in scientific and technological subjects and to
increase space science and technologies knowledge.
The products are distributed to schools on demand or
during the educational events in which ASI
participates.
The second approach is the experiential one,
that intend to deeply involve students and the general
public into the space world by the “learning by doing”
method and allowing them to live unique space
experiences.
ASI educational products are comic books on
space and missions, video games on ISS, puzzle 3D of
space satellite and International Space Station, Earth
observation satellite kits in collaboration with ESA,
cartoon movies and so on.
The ASI educational projects are Mission X,
Zero Robotics, Italian Astronaut Mission contests, and
Aerospace Web Channel.
Mr. Chairman, let me start from these two last
projects. On the occasion of the STS-134 mission with
the Italian Astronaut Roberto Vittori, that was flying
on the ISS thanks to the ASI-NASA bilateral
agreement, ASI organized a contest for students to
name the Mission and draw its logo.

The name and logo had to represent the
Mission scientific objectives. ASI received more than
two thousand proposals and the winners were
two twelve years old girls with the name DAMA, that
means Dark Matter, and the drawing shown on the
slide, that represents the Shuttle launched by the
atom’s particles movement. The winners won the
opportunity to be present at the STS-134 Mission
launch in Florida, USA, visit the Kennedy Space
Centre, meet the astronaut at the award ceremony and
experience all the emotions of a such special, live and
international event.
For the next Expedition 36 with the Italian
Astronaut Luca Parmitano, ASI has organized a similar
contest. The deadline to send the proposal was today.
In this case, since Parmitano will reach the ISS through
the Soyuz vector, the winners will have the opportunity
to visit Star City, near Moscow, and to attend the
cosmonaut training at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut
Centre.
In the matter of the aerospace web channel, the
main purpose of this programme is to transmit, through
a dedicated website (spazioallescuole.it), educational
modules regarding aerospace topics suitable for high
school students. In 2012 ASI is launching the fourth
edition of the programme, with two new modules and a
new videogame with interactive tests related to a final
contest. The modules are conceived with the
“experiential learning” method, meaning that the
theoretical concepts are explained by experiments that
students can reproduce at school. Last edition of the
programme saw 130 schools, 200 teachers and
5,000 students involved.
The Mission X: train like an astronaut
challenge is an international public education and
outreach programme designed to encourage exercise
and proper nutrition. Utilizing the International Space
Station as a venue for international collaboration, the
project promotes healthier, more active lifestyles by
demonstrating to children how astronauts and
cosmonauts stay fit during spaceflight. Mission X is
designed as an ISS focused, International Partner joint
education and outreach programme that integrates
fitness, nutritional and educational contents from ISS
partners and others. Mission X challenges students to
be more physically active, increases awareness of the
importance of life on Earth and conditioning, teaches
students how fitness plays a vital role in human
performance for exploration, supports the development
of scientific reasoning, and thus, hopes to inspire and
motivate students to pursue careers in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics.
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Space agencies participating in the project
worked together to design the international challenge
that was implemented locally by each member country.
Mission X aimed to demonstrate how countries all
around the world could work together to incentive an
healthier lifestyle.
The Mission X: Train Like an Astronaut
challenge was developed to encourage proper exercise
and nutrition at an early age by teaching young people
to live and eat like space explorers. It is a collaborative
effort between international partners and students that
provides children and teachers with extensive
information developed to be both fun and interactive.
The project was implemented as a pilot in
school year 2010-2011 and started as a three years
project in 2011-2012 after the pilot project success. As
you can see, the main goal of the multi-year campaign
is to increase the number of students and leaders
participating and double the number of countries and
space agencies involved in the project.
In 2012, Mission X had 17 countries
participating, 7 observing countries, 7 Space Agencies,
4 Space office and 9 Institutions. In this chart it is
shown the list of all of them.
As you can see, the 18 physical
and educational Mission X activities are available in
13
languages
on
the
project
website,
trainlikeanastronaut.org.
The Mission X Website provides a single
repository for the challenge educational activities as
well as a place for the Challenge Teams to show their
progress in the international fitness challenge and learn
about what was happening in other countries involved
in the challenge period. There is a blog where they can
share pictures, comments and videos.
Mr. Chairman, now I am pleased to show you
a video about the 2012 Mission X edition, that shows
the students activities done in the different countries.
[Video is played. Music only]
In Italy Mission X is accomplished by the
Italian pace Agency, that took part to the pilot project
and then to the multi-year campaign.
The 2012 challenge began on February 2nd,
with a grand opening event held in Turin, in
collaboration with ESA, which was attended by about
200 students. During the event there was an in-flight

call with ESA astronaut Andre Kuipers. Students have
also participated in a series of activities focused on the
theme of life in space and training of astronauts,
specifically identified in the Mission X programme.
The challenge lasted 8 weeks, and ended with
a big final event, sponsored by the Ministry of
Education, University and Research, held in Turin at
ALTEC. The event concluded with the awarding of the
participating teams. The schools were rewarded with
equipment for their gyms, while the winning teams
also received a plaque.
The day was also an important educational
opportunity for students and teachers who have taken a
guided tour of the ALTEC facilities. The visit was
supported by highly qualified staff who showed them a
replica of the ISS, the MPLM System Engineering
Module, a Martian Terrain Demonstrator and much
more. Special guest of the ceremony was Franco
Malerba, first Italian astronaut, that spoke about his
experience aboard the Shuttle and answered numerous
questions from kids. Italy has finally participated with
a delegation of students to London 2012 special event,
organized by UK Space Agency, NASA and ESA. The
students had the opportunity to visit the Olympics sites,
meet astronauts and athletes, but, most of all, to share
their experiences with other students from the
participating countries all over the world.
As regards Zero Robotics, it all started when
the Space Systems Laboratory at MIT, USA, have
developed volleyball-sized free floating satellites
which are currently on the International Space Station.
These satellites dubbed “SPHERES” are commanded
using code developed on ground and uplinked to the
ISS for testing. This gives scientist and researchers the
opportunity to test complex algorithms used in
guidance, navigation and control of satellites in
chasing, docking or collision avoidance manoeuvres.
Using this platform for educational purposes, MIT,
NASA and ESA ran the first pilot education
programme at international level last year 2011. The
target education level is upper secondary schools.
Last year, 25 European teams took part and
played against 120 US teams.
Zero Robotics is a competition designed to
cultivate interest in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics, and to allow high school students
access to the International Space Station. The
competition starts online where teams compete to solve
an annual challenge. Participants can create, edit, save,
simulate, and submit code, all from a web browser.
After several phases of virtual competition, finalists are
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selected to compete aboard the ISS in a live
championship. The project enforces an international
collaboration between teams, thus mimicking the real
life situation in the Space Industry, language issues and
communication skills playing a critical role in the
success of the team.

The CHAIRMAN I thank you Ms. Galoforo
for your explanation.
Is there any other delegates wishing to have
question?
I see none.

The winner of the pilot edition was an Italian
team from Turin. The Italian Space Agency is
promoting and supporting the 2012 edition and
organizing the world finals in Italy.
Mission X and Zero Robotics have important
returns, both strategic and social. The main strategic
return is about the developing of goodwill and interest
for space topics, that can lead to the orientation of the
youth towards the study of scientific matters. The main
social return concerns the opportunity for young
students and teachers from different countries to
experience a multicultural environment and to confront
each other. Mission X has another important social
return that is the consciousness of the importance of
healthier behaviours for a healthier society. Moreover,
the projects entail international cooperation and
partnerships among more and more countries. In the
Italian Space Agency vision, in fact, education and
training are seen as a main tool of international
cooperation. Thank you Mr. Chairman and
distinguished delegates for your attention.
The
CHAIRMAN
I
Ms. Galoforo for your presentation.

thank

you

Is there any delegate who has questions for the
presenter?
Distinguished delegate of India, do you have a
question? Ah, for the next presentation.
I would like to have one question. Since you
have a very excellent and interesting programme for
the educations, we very much appreciated your
presentation. May I ask you, you have a very
interesting educational products like cartoon or video
or games, those things are available for any other
countries? For example through Internet?
Ms. G. GALOFORO (Italy, technical
presentation) Thank you Mr. Chairman. All the Italian
Space Agency products are available on our website
and we distributed them for free of course to schools
and students, and we are also translating the comic
books in English. We cannot translate in all the
languages. Anyway they are available, please visit our
website and you will see all of them. Thank you.

Thank you very much Ms. Galoforo.
The second presentation is by Mr. S. K.
Shivakumar of India on “RISAT-1”. Mr. Shivakumar,
you have the floor.
Mr. S. K. SHIVAKUMAR (India, technical
presentation) Thank you Mr. Chairman, distinguished
delegates. I will make a brief presentation on India’s
Radar Imaging Satellite-1, we call it RISAT-1, which
was launched on April 26 just a few weeks ago, less
than 8 weeks, and I’ll give you a brief idea of what
satellite looks like and what are the things that have
happened in the mission operations until now.
This is the in-orbit configuration of Radar
Imaging Satellite-1. The first time India ventured into
the microwave remote sensing satellite building and
carries the first space-borne synthetic aperture radar
from India. The two panels on either side are solar
panel and SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) is seen in
the front. The rest of the mainframe systems and
payload electronics are housed in the backdrop. I will
give you some more details of how that is constructed
as I go along.
This synthetic aperture radar works in C-Band,
5.35 GHz frequency chosen and this is — one unique
feature — is a multipolarization capability and it caters
to a wide range of applications from agriculture to land
mapping, and also the multimode configuration, which
allows it to be used for many, many applications which
are using before launch and many principle
investigators have identified for really using this data
all over the world.
First space borne SAR for Earth applications is
one other important features to have circular
polarization. I’ll show you some of the aspects of what
we have seen in terms of multipolarization capabilities
and also the dual polarized products, which are already
obtained from the satellite, and of course we did all
efforts to make it an active antenna configuration with
state-of-the-art technology and most of the technology
was built within India.
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When it comes to looking at the imaging
geometry, you will see that we chose, of course, the
first one will be the altitude space start working
536 km nominal altitude and inclination 97.55 — it
conforms to the sun-synchronous orbit, working at
descending node local time of 6 a.m. and also 6 p.m.
We call it [...] orbit, which is useful for maximally
utilizing the power capability on the satellite and also
meets the microwave remote sensing mission
requirements. And we have chosen sun-synchronous
orbit, we have 25 days repetivity and […] that is given,
about 107 km is either the smallest swath and it can go
as high as 659 km, and either side of the sub-satellite
track, we can orient the synthetic aperture radar panels.
Then, of course, we have built in the capability of
electronic beam steering with active phased array
antenna, active for 176 elements built in at the
transmitters and modules, each one providing the equiphase reference with respect to the direction and also
we want to work with different options for operations
for scansar mode of operation is chosen for increasing
the swath, stripmap imaging can be done with one
beam, scansar imaging varies from 6 beams to
12 beams where can control the beam direction and the
beam selection and high resolution imaging with
1 beam in […] mode. Various options are built in for
operating the spacecraft.
This is another way of presenting the imaging
geometry of RISAT-1 where the beam numbers are
given, or the beam directions are set, with respect to
the number of […] synthetic aperture radar antenna
with different looking angles, beam numbering and
also both left side looking or right side looking, based
on the flight direction. All these details have been
worked out — have already been checked out in orbit
— and we are very confident that the mean numbering
is correct and everything is going on well with the
satellite.

collection is another one. Some of them are
conforming to a standard SAR operations from in orbit.
With respect to single polarization, with dual
polarization,
circular
polarization
and
quad
polarization. Also for polarization, image quality
parameters have been specified. We are now in the
process of checking out these and trying to take them
[…] RISAT-1 is concerned as of now.
This just tells you how the SAR antenna is
made: 6 metre by 2 metre array, what I am showing in
the first picture to how it is really made into different
ties and how exactly they are formed. Coming to the
supporting system, or the main frame systems, as they
are called, for the first time in our space programme,
we used a 70 volt bus, which normally it was always
28-42 volts — and we can send [you all — bus] to
manage hypersatellite system — payload support —
and on with that some more systems are added for
70 volt bus. Now RISAT has been able to really
produce […] with 70 volts bus, which is capable of
managing the hyper requirements of the satellite.
Accordingly, we configured our power systems with
different logics which are required while ultimately our
power system was designed for operating at
12 min. per orbit […] can operate the payload as […]
for 12 minutes per orbit. The power system, thermal
system, the data handling system — all of the systems
are designed for this specific operation of 12 minutes
per orbit. Similarly, there are a number of computers
with various multiple operations, with all safety
features built and supported by […] sun sensors and
earth sensor and […] other control sensors. Similarly,
we have — of course since it is an imaging system —
we have to specifically build in some of the new
features in the control system which we have been able
to build and demonstrate it working in orbit.

This, in the case, in one graph all operations
possible from RISAT-1. We can get circular
polarizations — a capability that I had previously
explained. We can have the full resolution picture, we
can get the medium resolution, we can get course
resolution and also we can get high resolution.
Different modes are possible, depending upon the
requirement we have chosen, the fine resolution are
more full covering, systematically areas of interest, of
course, others are more useful for different
applications.

Similarly, we have — of course since we have
[…] — we have […] orbit 6 a.m. or 6 p.m. local time,
we need to — but still we have included solar array
assembly so that we can take care of the […] whenever
[…] and also sun tracking is ensured almost throughout
the orbit — sun tracking is a specific feature built in
and we actually can […] 100 kg of fuel. We have been
able to really design the life for the satellite for
nominal 5 years of life — five years [...] life. Our
system, of course, has got a standard span telemetry
telecommand and tracking operations and expand data
is — expand is the chosen frequency band for bringing
down the data from the satellite.

When you look at the image quality
parameters; we have listed the various parameters. Of
course, as most of you know, the resolution is one of
important things, swath is another one and backscatter

Similarly, the data handling system, which is
the major system that we built for this specific satellite,
which it takes care of varying payload — I mean the
varying SAR payload data rate. It was in real time
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mode, recording also possible in solid state recorder,
and it also it can bring back the data available as far as
the playback is concerned. Of course, corresponding
thermals have been designed for the first time with
various features consisting of heaters and temperature
sensors that are required for satellite control.
Since this launch, we have completed — our
major operations — have all been completed, sent data
is looking good from the products we were able to
show you now, but we still have planned operations
coming back in the next few weeks. We have been
able, of course, my last report […] that we completed
all orbit manoeuvres for frozen perigee and track
maintenance is going on at this point of time. We need
to do the calibration of the payload with AMAZON
Forest imaging with all beams. We need to do that in a
planned manner; for we have the plans already, and
also high resolution mode with 1 metre resolution
pictures — that one we need to test it out.
This is one of the products of RISAT, which
delineates the coast and land boundaries — these are
all the pictures we have collected — all Indian IndoGangtic plain, Meghalaya, also the North-eastern states
of Meghalaya and also east and West Bengal. This is
an example of mulitpolarization data that we got. This
is a sample from West Bengal, of course. This is from
Ahmedabad airport. This is where all data parts are
being produced within India and they are being
analysed by the specialists, both in terms of the
performance of sensors and also in production
capability, and soon we should be able to really make
use of this RISAT for various applications within the
country, and once it becomes really operational, we
should be able to give it to the rest of the world. Thank
you very much for your attention ladies and gentlemen.
The
CHAIRMAN
Thank
you
Mr. Shivakumar for your presentation. Is there any
delegate who has questions for the presenter? No
questions.
I thank you for your successful Indian
first radar imaging satellite. I congratulate you.
Mr. S. K. SHIVAKUMAR (India, technical
presentation) Thank you Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN The final presentation we
will hear this morning is by Ms. Ariane Cornell of the
Space Generation Advisory Council, entitled “Results
from the Inaugural Space Generation Fusion Forum —
The Fusion of Today’s International Space Leaders
with the Next Generation”. Ms. Ariane Cornell, you
have the floor.

Ms. A. CORNELL (SGAC,
presentation) Thank you Mr. Chairman.

technical

It is my pleasure to be able to present to the
Committee as SGAC’s inaugural Space Generation
Fusion Forum event for young professionals and
university students.
This morning I will give a brief background on
the space generation advisory council, for those who of
you who are less familiar with our organizations,
before describing our organization’s newest and
successful event.
First, what is the Space Generation Advisory
Council? SGAC is a non-profit organization and
professional network for university students and young
professionals in the international space sector. We have
been permanent observers here in COPUOS since 2001
and member of UN-ECOSOC since 2003. We are
headquartered here in Vienna and since our inception
in 1999 at UNISPACE III, we have grown to a network
of 4,000 members in over 90 countries.
Through the events, projects and network of
SGAC, the organization creates a global volunteer base
for our demographic and connects them to each other
as well as to top space professionals in organizations. It
gives us the next generation of space sector leaders a
voice, as well, in global space policy through our work
here at the UN.
Now on to the Space Generation Fusion
Forum: the conference was held just two months ago in
Colorado Springs, USA and was a collaborative
product of working with our host, the Space
Foundation, as well as our participatory partners, the
America Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the
Federal Aviation Administration Center of Excellence
for Commercial Space Transportation and NASA.
Together we set out to organize an event — 2 days in
conjunction with the Space Foundation’s National
Space symposium — that would highlight international
thinking. We wanted to provide a solid intellectual
exchange and networking programme for our
attendees, which were to be up to 50 highly qualified
and selected participants. If nothing else, judging by
the statistics, we are proud to say that the event was
successful. With 49 sharp delegates who represented
the technical and non-technical areas of the space
sector, who came from 16 countries and who made up
a 50/50 male to female ratio, which is far more
balanced than the space sector’s average. It is clear to
say that the event had the input of a very diverse set of
young of adult participants as we had envisioned.
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A key component of enabling this event to be
so internationally diverse was the scholarships that
SGAC provided to more than a dozen brilliant and
accomplished delegates from around the world. In fact,
for this event alone, SGAC awarded over $20,000 in
scholarships to university students and young
professionals from 14 countries.
Now to the event itself: the Space Generation
Fusion Forum was a balance of hearing speeches from
space sector leaders as well as what we call interactive
panels; they were comprised of 5 to 6 delegates, which
were moderated by space sector leaders. The speakers
included Yasushi Horikawa, Chairman of UN
COPUOS; Lori Garver, Deputy Administrator of
NASA; Melissa Clinton, Senior Vice-President of the
Aerospace Corporation; Mike Simpson, Executive
Director of the Secure World Foundation; and Mark
Sirangelo, the Head of Sierra Nevada Space Systems.
The interactive panel started in a traditional panel
format but then the moderators included the audience
in the discussion, which made for a lively conversation.
Lastly, the initial findings from the Fusion Forum were
briefed in a main plenary session at the National Space
Symposium, one of the largest space conferences in the
world with over 9,000 attendees annually.
What does the event look like when you put all
that together? We have created a short video to give
you an idea — if it could perhaps be rolled. Thank you.
[Video is played. Music only]
Now I would like to move briefly into the
content of the panels; the intellectual meat of the event,
if you will. The first panel on international cooperation
from space situational awareness to exploration, was
moderated by Dr. Tomar Ferina, Vice-President of the
Canadian Space Agency. Panels discussed international
collaboration, representing viewpoints from both the
technical and policy based perspectives. As the number
of spacefaring nations increases, international
collaboration is necessary in many areas of the space
sector. Essential collaborations between established
and emerging space nations should inevitably lead to
mutual benefits based on the quality, shared interests
and technology transfer. The panel also discussed the
growing need for space to be regulated. Ideas put
forward for an international code of conduct would
require an inclusive forum, taking into consideration
the geopolitical and cultural interests of all nations
involved. To gain international diplomacy, the panel
determined that it would be important to understand the
strengths of key niche capabilities of each nation,
taking into regard issues, such as cultural diversity,

significant differences in agency practices, intellectual
property and export control.
The second panel on developing regions in
space applications was moderated by Dr. Enrique
Pacheco, Deputy Director for Space Science and
Technology Affairs at the Mexican Space Agency.
This panel covered in extenso the need for space
among developing countries as well as the applications
that these countries find particularly beneficial. Space
applications to support medicine, education, landmine
removal as well as environmental and agricultural
monitoring, were thoroughly discussed. Moreover, the
panel spoke to the intentions of developing nations to
enable their indigenous space capabilities. Specifically,
the panel explored platforms that local governments
are establishing in order to make their space
endeavours a reality. This part of the discussion
discovered how space supporters in non-spacefaring
countries are framing the need for space programmes
for their local governments and how they are reaching
out to established spacefaring nations.
The final panel on the new role of commercial
and space flight was moderated by Mr. Clay Mowry,
President of Arianespace, Incorporated. This panel
explored the many things that a commercial space
flight industry would need to be successful, including
government and human assets. The panel determined
that the commercial industry is going to require a
stable market, which in fact would initially require
government support. The industry would also require
smaller platforms, with shorter design and
manufacturing cycles. And finally, a well-educated
public, which appreciates the advantages of space
flight programmes. Space safety was also a large
concern among the panellist, including the still-needed
legislature required for the safe commercial flight of
both hardware and humans. It was highlighted that in
developing and industry, that there is a need balance
profitability with the margin of returns of added safety
features for commercial space flight participants.
Finally, the panel concluded that the commercial space
flight industry has the potential to become the
cornerstone of future commercial and governmental
space flight endeavours.
As the Committee can see, Mr. Chairman, this
truly was a global and intellectually rigorous event for
the next generation of space sector leaders. The Space
Generation Fusion Forum would not have been
possible without our partners and sponsors listed here,
who helped make this happen and whom we would like
to thank.
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With that, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank
everybody for their attention and to invite delegations
to keep the 2013 Space Generation Fusion Forum in
mind for their top university students and young
professionals in their countries. Thank you.

Schwarzenbergplatz 6. All delegations are cordially
invited to attend.

The
CHAIRMAN
Thank
you
Ms. Cornell for your presentation. Is there any delegate
who has questions for the presenter?

Yes, distinguished delegate of Azerbaijan. You
have the floor.

No questions.
I thank you for inviting me to this very
excellent Forum last April and I am very impressed
that the young generation — or young professionals —
have a very enthusiastic discussion at the panel. I am
very impressed. Thank you very much for your
contribution to these activities.
Distinguished delegates, I will shortly adjourn
this meeting. Before doing so, I would like to inform
delegates of our schedule of work for this afternoon.
We will meet promptly at 3 p.m. At that time, we will
begin with the adoption of the first part of the draft
report of the Committee contained in document
A/AC.105/L.284. With regard to the remaining
question under “Other matters”, namely, membership
of the Committee, I am informed that informal
consultations are still on-going and I intend to open the
item at tomorrow’s morning meeting. There will be
two technical presentations this afternoon: the first one
by a representative of Japan, entitled “Micro/Nanosatellite Activities by Japanese Universities and Vision
towards International Contribution”, and the second
one by a representative of China entitled “Space
Technology Application for Disaster Reduction in
China”.
I would also like to remind delegations that
during lunch time today, at 2.40 p.m., in this
conference room, there will be a screening of a video
entitle “KOUNOTORI (HTV3): Third Expedition to
Space”, which is 14 minutes in length. Delegations are
cordially invited to the screening of this video by
Japan.
Expert group D on Regulatory Regimes and
Guidance for Actors in the Space Arena of the
Working Group on the Long-term Sustainability of
Outer Space Activities will meet from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in the room MOE100.
I would also like to inform delegates that this
evening, at 7 p.m., the European Space Policy Institute
(ESPI) is organizing an evening event entitled
“Humanitarian Telemedicine”, at their premises

Are there any questions to this proposed
schedule?

Mr. A. HAJIZADA (Azerbaijan) Thank you
very much Mr. Chairman. With regard to the
postponement of agenda item “Other matters” for
tomorrow, I have just one question for clarification.
First of all, I would like to note that my country is not
against consultation, but for conveying to my capital, I
would need your clarification: which number States are
engaged through these consultations and what is the
subject of these consultations? Thank you very much
Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN I thank the distinguished
representative of Azerbaijan.
Yes, I thank you for your clarification, but I
was informed to have some consultations among the
delegates. I scheduled this agenda for tomorrow.
Are there any other questions? No comments?
Then I will adjourn this meeting until
3 o’clock.
Thank you for your cooperation.

